My beautiful, healthy child was damaged at one year of age by vaccines. He developed four neurological tics. He could no longer speak or walk. I reported the event to VAERS and nothing was done. No thanks to the U.S. Supreme Court that blocked the legal right of vaccine injured persons to hold drug companies liable for design defect and failing to improve an FDA licensed vaccine to make it less harmful...or to sue for damages. The pediatrician told me my baby had Turrets Syndrome. I said he was perfectly healthy until you gave him the vaccines. She even refused to treat him for colds or ear infections or allow him to continue in her practice if I didn’t continue to vaccinate him. So I stopped seeing her. What happened to the Hippocratic Oath to do no harm? I would like to see her medical license be revoked. She has an obligation to do no harm and so do you!. What we have in this country is called Big Pharma Terrorism. The schedule of vaccines is destroying our children and our population. 1 out of 59 children is this country develop Autism. That is an epidemic and it is not being addressed. For the government to take away the religious exception is undemocratic and immoral. This needs to stop now. It is genetic mutilation. It is genocide. It is population control. ENOUGH. The government has no say in my body or my child’s body. Hands off. You already damaged it enough. Do not let big Pharma rule the world. As of now we have no rights to sue the pharmaceutical companies for damages and most families are in financial disaster trying to have their damaged child’s medical needs met. This is medical terrorism right here in our own country. Please stop the madness and do all you can to stop this bill from destroying many lives. Those with adverse reactions will become further damaged and become non-functional autistic children/adults or possibly even die from forced vaccines.
America is a Democracy not dictatorship.
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